STONES

THE FOOL AND THE MAGICIAN

ALCHEMY 101

STONE ACTIVATION
HOMEWORK PREPARARING FOR THE NEXT CLASS
Step 1 — CLEANSING
Before your ritual place, your stones in a bowl of salt overnight (fully emerged), to strip
them from all unwanted energies and purifying them for the consecration.
Step 2 — BLESSING WITH PLANTS (set up your altar)
Place THE FOOL card with your ADVENTURINE and (or) PERIDOT stone in the
EAST and THE MAGICIAN card with your EMERALD in the WEST. Then smudge your altar
with sage and make an offering TOBACCO to the Power of the EAST and an offering of
CEDAR to the Power of the WEST. Ask for your magical endeavour to be blessed.

Example: You can say (or create something similar);
"I offer this tobacco and cedar to bless this magical act."
Step 3 — ACTIVATING
Light the candles on your altar, opening the four directions in a clockwise manner.
Step 4 — CALLS to the Power of the EAST and the WEST
Set your focus on the direction of the EAST, then call out to its power and ask for
your stone(s) to be consecrated to the power of THE FOOL. Then set your focus on
the direction of the WEST, and call out to its power asking for your stone to be consecrated
to the power of THE MAGICIAN. Then leave the stones in place for 5-10 minutes as you
meditate or sing a song to the powers of the EAST and WEST.

Example: You can say (or create similarly);
"I call on the power of the EAST, the Power of AIR! I see the colour YELLOW and the Eagle before me
and feel the presence of Archangel RAPHAEL all around me. I ask for this stone of ADVENTURINE
and (or) PERIDOT to be consecrated to the power of THE FOOL and the planet URANUS.
I leave it before you to complete the work, thank you!"
and
"I call on the power of the WEST, the Power of the WATER! I see the colour BLUE and the OCEAN
before me and feel the presence of Archangel GABRIEL all around me. I ask for this stone of
EMERALD to be consecrated to the power of THE MAGICIAN and the planet Mercury through the
powers of the moon. I leave it before you to complete the work, thank you!"
Step 5 — RECEIVING
Once you feel the Powers have finished fashioning your stones, take a moment to hold each one into your
hands, sensing the power within them. Record any insights in your journal, then offer prayers of gratitude.
Step 6 — CLOSING
When you feel you are done, close your altar down in a counter-clockwise manner and place your
stones in a safe place. Do not put your stones back amongst salt as it will strip them and reset them.
Take your plant offerings put them outside.
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